
Less obvious applications of MUSE and BlueMUSE

Strongly-lensed background 
sources and their “contaminants”

Russell Smith 



Nearby Strong Lens Search with MUSE

Gravitational lensing by nearby galaxies:  
• Arcs form at smaller radius in kpc terms than in distant lenses. 
• Dark matter contributions to lensing mass are smaller than in distant lenses.  
• Lensing mass reliably dominated by stars :— weighing the IMF in ellipticals. 
• Challenge: to detect faint sources behind very bright lens emission <- IFUs
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A lightweight giant elliptical galaxy 3

Figure 1. HST image of the giant elliptical galaxy ESO325–G004 (Smith
et al. 2005) and its immediate environment (Credit: NASA/ESA and the
Hubble Heritage Team). The inset shows a zoom of the central regions of
the image after subtracting a smooth model describing the lens galaxy. The
arcs are formed at the Einstein radius of 2.85 arcsec (1.96 kpc at the dis-
tance of the lens). Because this is small compared to the effective radius
(12.3 arcsec), the enclosed mass is dominated by stars, rather than dark
matter. The colour figures were created from F475W (blue, 4800 s expo-
sure), F625W (green, 2400 s) and F814W (red, 18900 s) images taken with
the Advanced Camera for Surveys. The yellow rectangle indicates the slit
orientation for the X-SHOOTER observations.

Visual inspection of the raw data revealed the presence of
emission lines only in the NIR arm spectra. Identical line emission
is observed from the two arc segments, confirming beyond rea-
sonable doubt that the source is indeed a multiply-imaged lensed
galaxy (Figure 2). The observations were reduced using the stan-
dard X-SHOOTER pipeline, to produce a rectified and wavelength-
calibrated two-dimensional spectrum. An approximate correction
for telluric absorption was applied using a standard star observa-
tion. One-dimensional sky-subtracted spectra were extracted cen-
tred on each arc and combined to yield the final spectrum, extracts
from which are shown in Figure 3. Despite the short total integra-
tion time and the small number of exposures (hence poor rejec-
tion of cosmetic defects), four emission lines are detected, at wave-
lengths corresponding to [O III] λλ 4594, 5007 Å, Hβ and Hα for
a source redshift of zs = 2.141. The characteristics of the lensed
source are not the concern of this paper, but we note the spectrum
is similar to those of other lensed high-redshift star-forming galax-
ies (Richard et al. 2011).

2.2 HST Photometry and lensing analysis

ESO325–G004 was originally observed with the Advanced Cam-
era for Surveys on HST in January 2005 (programme 10429, P.I.
Blakeslee), for 18900 s in F814W and 1100 s in F475W, as reported
by S05. Deeper observations in blue passbands were obtained in
February 2006 (programme 10710, P.I. Noll) for a Hubble Heritage
public release, providing 4800 s in F475W and 2400 s in F625W.

The lensing mass was determined by S05, modulo the then-

unknown source redshift, using a singular isothermal sphere (SIS)
model with an additional external shear term. From this model, S05
found an Einstein radius of REin = 2.85 arcsec and a corresponding
mass (projected withinREin) ofMSIS

Ein = 1.40×1011(Ds/Dls)M⊙.
Here, Ds is the angular-diameter distance from the observer to the
source and Dls is the angular-diameter distance from the lens to
the source. For the measured source redshift zsrc = 2.141, the ge-
ometric factor is close to unity, Ds/Dls = 1.027 (with negligible
error). Hence the lensing mass for the SIS model isMSIS

Ein = 1.44×
1011 M⊙. The effective (half-light) radius of ESO325–G004, de-
termined from the F814W image isReff = 12.3±0.5 arcsec, a factor
of four larger than REin.

We derive the luminosity projected within the Einstein radius
from simple aperture photometry performed on the HST/ACS in
F814W and F475W filters2. We work entirely in the native photo-
metric bandpasses, at the observed redshift of ESO325–G004, and
express all magnitudes in the Vega system. The observed magni-
tudes are F814W=13.543 and F475W= 15.568. Extinction correc-
tions are AF814W = 0.092 and AF475W = 0.196, from Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011). We assume a luminosity distance of 152Mpc
(WMAP7 cosmology, no peculiar velocity), and hence a distance
modulus of 35.909mag. The absolute magnitude of the Sun, red-
shifted to z =0.034 in the observed bands, is 4.066 in F814W and
5.254 in F475W (determined using EZGAL, Mancone & Gonzalez
2012). Hence the luminosities are LF814W = 4.07×1010L⊙,F814W

and LF475W = 2.07 × 1010L⊙,F475W . We adopt a 2 per cent error
on luminosity to account for absolute calibration uncertainties (the
statistical errors are much smaller). The ratio of SIS lensing mass to
luminosity gives the totalMSIS

Ein/LF814W = 3.54±0.06 (M/L)⊙.
Since the ESO325–G004 lensing mass is expected to be dom-

inated by stellar mass, rather than by dark matter, we have also
modelled the lensing configuration using a mass distribution pro-
portional to the observed luminosity. To fit this mass-follows-light
(MFL) model, we treat the lens as a set of point masses and com-
pute the net deflection experienced by image-plane pixels corre-
sponding to the arcs (as identified in the deep F475W image). For
the “mass” image, we use a smooth model derived from ellipse
fitting to the F814W image, and incorporating harmonic terms to
describe the slightly boxy isophote shape. The lens model is then
specified by the (total) mass-to-light ratio M/L and two compo-
nents of external shear. Given values for these parameters, we de-
termine the source-plane location of the arc pixels, and their like-
lihood of being drawn from a single compact source on the source
plane. The assumed intrinsic source is a circular Gaussian with
0.35 arcsec FWHM. Interpreting this likelihood as the probabil-
ity that the lens model is correct, we use a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo method to sample from the probability distribution of the
model parameters. Marginalizing over the shear parameters, this
method yields MMFL

Ein /LF814W = 3.69 ± 0.06, marginally larger
than the SIS result. Hereafter, we adopt the results of the MFL
for the lensing mass-to-light ratio, and the nominal Einstein radius
is that derived from the SIS model. Thus the mass within REin is
MMFL

Ein = 1.50±0.06×1011M⊙, where the adopted error has been
inflated to incorporate systematic uncertainties, based on the differ-
ence between SIS- and MFL-model masses.

2 The transformation to Johnson–Cousins magnitudes applied in S05 was
erroneous, leading to aM/L∗ substantially lower than we report here.
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Figure 2. Source and lens images, and extracted spectra, for the SNELLS lens candidates. For each source, the first panel shows a narrow-band, continuum-

subtracted image extracted around the brightest line (Hα for SNL-1, [O III] 5007 Å in all others). The lens galaxy centre is marked by the red cross; the compass

shows the field orientation. The second panel shows the broad-band image as greyscale, with contours indicating the narrow-band flux, and source images

identified. The third panel shows spectra extracted from the source images. These spectra have been normalised by the errors to suppress sky subtraction

residuals, hence they are strictly closer to signal-to-noise spectra. The strongest emission lines are indicated. For SNL-0 and SNL-3, the data used are the

original SNELLS observations (two offset exposures). For SNL-2, two repeated observations (four exposures) were combined. For SNL-1, we show the

deeper follow-up data obtained in director’s discretionary time.
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Figure 2. Source and lens images, and extracted spectra, for the SNELLS lens candidates. For each source, the first panel shows a narrow-band, continuum-

subtracted image extracted around the brightest line (Hα for SNL-1, [O III] 5007 Å in all others). The lens galaxy centre is marked by the red cross; the compass

shows the field orientation. The second panel shows the broad-band image as greyscale, with contours indicating the narrow-band flux, and source images

identified. The third panel shows spectra extracted from the source images. These spectra have been normalised by the errors to suppress sky subtraction

residuals, hence they are strictly closer to signal-to-noise spectra. The strongest emission lines are indicated. For SNL-0 and SNL-3, the data used are the

original SNELLS observations (two offset exposures). For SNL-2, two repeated observations (four exposures) were combined. For SNL-1, we show the

deeper follow-up data obtained in director’s discretionary time.
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Nearby Strong Lens Search with MUSE

Use IFUs (MUSE, but also SINFONI, Subaru-FOCAS, MaNGA etc), to detect lensed 
background line emission sources.   
Combination of spatial and spectral contrast detect rich screen of background sources 
unreachable with broad-band imaging.  
And immediately get the redshifts which are required for the mass estimate. 
Collier et al. MUSE search : new observations in “filler” mode supplemented with 
archival search  programme. 

Bright lensed 
sources are very 
rare …  

J0403-0239: 
Collier, RJS & Lucey (2020); 
Galbany et al. (2018)

MUSE HST



Nearby Strong Lens Search with MUSE

Bright lensed sources are very rare …  
… but faint sources are everywhere. 

J0202-5055: z=0.021 
Collier, RJS & Lucey (2020) 

•Already demonstrated: MUSE deep fields (10-30h) have one 
emitter per ~24 arcsec2… = 1 per multiple-imaging cross section 
for a 300 km/s isothermal lens.   

• (And this does not include boost from lensing magnification.)

Every galaxy is a strong lens if we 
observe for long enough.

• 10-30h VLT => ~1hr exposure 
with ELT.   

• In IFU observations with 
ELTs, all massive galaxies 
should be surrounded by 
lensed background sources.



The Double-Source-Plane Lens Factory

Can convert any galaxy into a lens, but also find new sources behind any existing lens.   
For suitable z configurations, this gives geometric measurement of cosmological parameters, 
e.g. wDE, with sensitivity comparable to other methods; independent systematics.

Collett & RJS (2020)

A third source-plane at 
z~6 in Jackpot lens (from 

5hrs w/WFM-AO)

… And more examples 
coming from MUSE 

DSLP Factory 
programme P106



The Double-Source-Plane Lens Factory

Can convert any galaxy into a lens, but also find new sources behind any existing lens.   
For suitable z configurations, this gives geometric measurement of cosmological parameters, 
e.g. wDE, with sensitivity comparable to other methods; independent systematics.

Collett & RJS (2020)

A third source-plane at 
z~6 in Jackpot lens (from 

5hrs w/WFM-AO)

… And more examples 
coming from MUSE 

DSLP Factory 
programme P106

BlueMUSE? 

Bluer wavelength range probes 

large volume at z = 2—3 through 

Ly-alpha (though much could be 

done with redder lines in IR). 

Higher spectral resolution helps 

contrast of source lines against 

lens continuum. 

Larger FoV is not required. 

Lower spatial resolution is a loss.



Cold gas around galaxies
Brightest Cluster Galaxy of Abell 3716 (z=0.047) 
Looking for: spatially compact emission (lensed 
background galaxies) 
Found : spatially diffuse absorption … ?

10 kpc
RJS & Edge (2018)

Extended cold gas stream seen in NaD absorption 
backlit by BCG stars.   

A new spatially-resolved probe for the coolest phase of 
gas in intracluster medium.
Archival search shows this is not unique… but 
also not common.  Sometimes, but not always 
accompanied by dust lanes (or vice versa).



Cold gas around galaxies
Brightest Cluster Galaxy of Abell 3716 (z=0.047) 
Looking for: spatially compact emission (lensed 
background galaxies) 
Found : spatially diffuse absorption … ?

10 kpc
RJS & Edge (2018)

Extended cold gas stream seen in NaD absorption 
backlit by BCG stars.   

A new spatially-resolved probe for the coolest phase of 
gas in intracluster medium.
Archival search shows this is not unique… but 
also not common.  Sometimes, but not always 
accompanied by dust lanes (or vice versa).

BlueMUSE? 

No NaD coverage, but CaII 

absorption instead? (Though less 

starlight to absorb against.) 

FoV useful (but 1’ probably enough) 

Spectral resolution useful to probe 

velocities. 

High spatial resolution not needed.



Ly-alpha luminosity 1044 erg/s (~15 L*)
Comparable to brightest known LAEs from many-sq-deg narrow-

band imaging surveys… VOLUME!

RJS (2019)

Looking for lensed background emitters  in MaNGA … found something else

A contaminant: A hyper-luminous Ly-a emitter at z=3

How many interesting high-z emission-line 
sources are lurking behind our targeted 
MUSE observations? 

In anyone cataloging them systematically…?



Ly-alpha luminosity 1044 erg/s (~15 L*)
Comparable to brightest known LAEs from many-sq-deg narrow-

band imaging surveys… VOLUME!

RJS (2019)

Looking for lensed background emitters  in MaNGA … found something else

A contaminant: A hyper-luminous Ly-a emitter at z=3

How many interesting high-z emission-line 
sources are lurking behind our targeted 
MUSE observations? 

In anyone cataloging them systematically…?

BlueMUSE? 

Much this afternoon on high-z Ly-alpha. 

Serendipitous high-z emitter catalogue as a 

science case?



Planetary Nebulae in Nearby Ellipticals

Take the nearby lens search to 
the extreme…  

Look for multiply imaged sources 
behind really nearby galaxies e.g. 
NGC 1404 at ~20 Mpc. 

Wait … what are all those?



[OIII] 4959 [OIII] 5007

NGC 1404 — Spriggs et al. (2020) report 
~50 PNe from this field.  

Narrow [OIII] 5007 line from PNe
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(My undergrad project student George Carter found ~100 
including a few from a second field further out.) 

Planetary Nebulae in Nearby Ellipticals



Extragalactic Planetary Nebulae with MUSE/BlueMUSE

Does N(PNe) per stellar mass change at small  
radius (= high metallicity) ? 

 — best application for IFUs is finding PNe at small 
radius where other methods (narrow-band photometry 
/ counter-dispersed slitless spectroscopy) fail. 

 — At 20 Mpc, easily find PNe to ~Reff/2 with MUSE. 

Why do this?  Probe elliptical galaxy weirdness. 

Central stellar pops of massive ellipticals show several 
peculiarities (UV excess; high Na enhancement; 
spectral signature of bottom-heavy IMF). 

(How) are these linked?  PNe give us another probe of 
low-mass stellar evolution at high metallicities.  



Extragalactic Planetary Nebulae with MUSE/BlueMUSE

Does N(PNe) per stellar mass change at small  
radius (= high metallicity) ? 

 — best application for IFUs is finding PNe at small 
radius where other methods (narrow-band photometry 
/ counter-dispersed slitless spectroscopy) fail. 

 — At 20 Mpc, easily find PNe to ~Reff/2 with MUSE. 

Why do this?  Probe elliptical galaxy weirdness. 

Central stellar pops of massive ellipticals show several 
peculiarities (UV excess; high Na enhancement; 
spectral signature of bottom-heavy IMF). 

(How) are these linked?  PNe give us another probe of 
low-mass stellar evolution at high metallicities.  

BlueMUSE? 

Still covers 5007 Ang line.   

Higher throughput and spectral 

resolution aids contrast against 

high-SB continuum.  

(But lower spatial resolution hurts.) 

Larger field helps total numbers at 

larger radius for comparison.



Transient broad emission sources… = Novae

RJS (2020)

Halpha

NGC1404 in Fornax (~20 Mpc)

Archival search for similar sources finds another 12 of 
these in galaxies at ~20 Mpc, approx 1 per galaxy searched. 



Transient broad emission sources… = Novae

RJS (2020)

Halpha

NGC1404 in Fornax (~20 Mpc)

Archival search for similar sources finds another 12 of 
these in galaxies at ~20 Mpc, approx 1 per galaxy searched. 

BlueMUSE? 

Maybe not … Halpha line will not 

be covered. Other nova lines are 

weak.  

But … another reminder to look 

out for the unexpected!



A visual summary
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